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The relationship between sample structure and data in volume-scanning backscattering mode
near-field optical microscopy is investigated. It is shown that the three-dimensional structure of a
dielectric sample is encoded in the phase and amplitude of the scattered field and that an
approximate reconstruction of the sample structure may be obtained. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3224177$

Near-field scanning optical microscopy !NSOM"1–7 is a
method for nanoscale optical imaging that achieves sub-
wavelength resolution by detecting the evanescent wave
fields accessible in the near-zone of a scattering object. In
conventional NSOM, the intensity of the optical field in a
plane above a three-dimensional sample is interpreted as a
two-dimensional image of the sample. This interpretation is
known to be problematic since the three-dimensional struc-
ture of the medium is not uniquely determined by the two-
dimensional intensity map which constitutes the NSOM
image. Means to interpret NSOM images have been
developed,8,9 including the solution of a three-dimensional
near-field inverse scattering problem.10–18 The resulting
methods are known as near-field optical tomography
!NFOT". NFOT experiments require the acquisition of mul-
tiple complete NSOM data sets for varying directions of il-
lumination or observation of the field.17,18 This requirement
presents serious obstacles to experimental implementation,
except in special cases such as the imaging of two-
dimensional samples.11

The results of NSOM experiments in which the probe is
scanned over a three-dimensional volume outside the
sample19,20 suggest that the three-dimensional structure of
the sample may be unambiguously determined. That is, the
so-called approach curves, or measured intensity as a func-
tion of height above the sample, are seen in Ref. 19 to vary
depending on the depth of subsurface features of the
sample.20,21 Such an experiment is attractive because, though
multiple NSOM data sets must be acquired !at a variety of
scan heights above the sample", the directions of the far-field
illumination and observation may be held fixed. The inde-
pendence of data acquired at multiple heights is somewhat
unexpected.

In illumination or collection mode NSOM, data from
different planes are related by propagation or backpropaga-
tion of the scattered field.22 Consider specifically collection
mode NSOM; the illuminating source is fixed while the scat-
tered field is collected on a plane by scanning the probe. The

field that would be detected on a plane farther from the
sample is completely determined by knowledge of the mea-
sured field through the standard Kirchhoff–Helmholtz inte-
gral theorem which holds in the near-field.23 Data acquired
by fixing the detector and scanning the illuminating probe in
a plane may transformed into data obtained by scanning the
illumination in a different plane by similar integral trans-
forms. In the backscattered mode NSOM discussed in this
letter, however, data sets collected with the probe at a variety
of distances from the sample are independent. The illumina-
tion and detection are varied simultaneously. While the scat-
tered field may be propagated from one plane to the next,
moving the probe to the next plane also changes the scattered
field because the illumination changes. The data collected by
scanning the probe on one plane do not predict the data
collected by scanning on a different plane and so the data are
independent. Thus three-dimensional reconstruction of the
sample may be obtained by a method, which we refer to as
volume-scanning NFOT !vNFOT".

We begin by considering an experiment in which a
weakly scattering sample with dielectric susceptibility ! is
placed in vacuum above a half-space with constant refractive
index n. An NSOM probe tip in the near-zone of the sample
serves as a point source of illumination. The backscattered
field is collected by the tip, which is scanned in a three-
dimensional volume above the sample, as shown in Fig. 1. It
is important to note that volume-scanning near-field tomog-
raphy leads to considerable experimental simplicity com-
pared to other variants of NFOT. For instance, collection-
mode NFOT requires scanning of both the near-field probe
and the source of illumination.17

The incident field produced by an electric dipole p1, lo-
cated at the tip position rt= !!t ,zt", is given by the expression

Ei!r" = k0
2G!r,rt" · p1, !1"

where k0 is the free-space wave number and G is the half-
space Green’s tensor. The Green’s tensor is given by the
plane wave representationa"Electronic mail: carney@uiuc.edu.
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G!r,r!" =
i

2"
% d2qg!z,z!;q"exp#iq · !! ! !!"$ , !2"

where r= !! ,z", r!= !!,!z!", and the quantity g!z ,z! ;q" is
given in Ref. 18.

The field scattered from the sample, within the accuracy
of the first Born approximation,22 is given by

Es!r" = k0
2% d3r!G!r,r!"Ei!r!"!!r!" . !3"

The measured signal consists of a component of the scattered
field in the p2 direction and is denoted S=Es ·p2. Substituting
Eq. !1" into Eq. !3", we find that the signal is given by

S!rt" = k0
4% d3rp2 · G!rt,r"G!r,rt" · p1!!r" . !4"

Equation !4" defines the forward model for vNFOT.
In the above analysis, the tip is modeled as a pointlike

dipole when used as a source of illumination and a pointlike
polarized detector when collecting the backscattered field, as
is often encountered in the literature.24 It is noted that this
assumption is neither restrictive nor exclusive. Other models,
such as an extended dipole model, magnetic dipole model, or
electric monopole model,24–27 may be used in a strictly simi-
lar manner, without altering the basic theory.

The inverse problem of vNFOT is to recover the suscep-
tibility ! from volumetric measurements of the backscattered
field. To proceed, we define the data function #!qt ,zt" to be
the two-dimensional lattice Fourier transform of S!rt" in the
plane z=zt:

#!qt,zt" = h2&
!

S!!,zt"e!iq·!, !5"

where the sum over ! is carried out over all lattice vectors on
a two-dimensional square lattice with lattice spacing h and q
belongs to the first Brillouin zone !FBZ" of the lattice. Sub-
stituting Eq. !4" into Eq. !5", making use of Eq. !2" and the
identity

&
!

eiq·! = '2"

h
(2

&
q!

$!q ! q!" , !6"

where the sum over q! is carried out over the reciprocal
lattice, we find that the data function becomes

#!qt,zt" = ! k0
4&

q!
% dz% d2qp2 · g!zt,z,q"

%g!z,zt,q ! qt ! q!" · p1!̃!qt + q!,z" , !7"

where !̃ is the transverse Fourier transform of the sample
function !!r"=!!! ,z" defined by

!̃!q,z" =% d2&!!!,z"e!iq·!. !8"

Assuming that the sample function is transversely bandlim-
ited to the FBZ, the sum over the reciprocal lattice vectors in
Eq. !8" may be truncated, leaving only the q!=0 term. Thus,
the data function becomes

#!qt,zt" =% dzK!zt,z;qt"!̃!qt,z" , !9"

where the kernel K is given by the expression

K!zt,z;qt" = ! k0
4% d2qp2 · g!zt,z,q"g!z,zt,q ! qt" · p1.

!10"

For fixed qt, Eq. !9" defines a one-dimensional integral equa-
tion whose solution is given by

!̃+!qt,z" = &
zt

K+!z,zt,qt"#!qt,zt" , !11"

where K+ is the pseudoinverse of K. Note that the computa-
tion of K+ requires regularization in order to obtain a stable
solution to the inverse problem.28 The final step of the recon-
struction of ! is to compute the inverse Fourier transform of
!̃+!qt ,z" for each z.

Numerical simulations were conducted to demonstrate
the proposed method. We consider an object consisting of
three point scatterers located in the y=0 plane above the
interface is assumed, as is shown in Fig. 2!a". The index of
refraction of the lower half space is set to be 1.5. A tip is
initially located in the z0=0.32' plane, where '=2" /k0 is
the free-space wavelength. The tip is assumed to be strongly
coupled to the z-component of the field at the tip so that
p1=p2= p0ẑ. This choice does not significantly affect the re-
sult. The tip is scanned in the z-direction from z=0.32' to
z=0.63', with a spacing of 0.008'. In the transverse direc-
tion the tip is scanned with a lattice spacing of 0.063'. For-
ward scattering data are calculated from Eq. !4" and white
Gaussian noise is added at two different levels with a signal-
to-noise ratio of 125 and 75 dB.

Reconstructed images of the sample are shown in Fig.
2!b". It can be seen that we obtain subwavelength resolution
in the transverse direction and a depth resolution of )' /12.
The depth resolution is highest close to the tip and falls off
with distance into the sample. Note that the transverse reso-
lution is also depth dependent, due to the exponential decay
of evanescent waves. The reconstructions are relatively sen-
sitive to noise, consistent with the ill posedness of the in-
verse scattering problem for wave fields with evanescent
components. Regularization commensurate with noise levels
results in the resolution of the reconstruction being deter-
mined also by the noise. Regularization disproportionately
dampens the contribution of high spatial-frequency compo-
nents of the reconstructions.
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FIG. 1. Illustrating the vNVOT experiment.
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In conclusion, we have presented an analysis of the in-
verse scattering problem for vNFOT. The proposed method
may provide a simpler and more robust means to perform
NFOT and has potential applications to three-dimensional
imaging of subsurface nanostructures.
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FIG. 2. Reconstructed images in vNFOT. !a" The sample. !b" Reconstruc-
tions in the xz plane and three transverse layers parallel to the xy plane in
which the three point scatterers are located. Each image is normalized to its
own maximum.
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